In this paper we explore contemporary business models in academic publishing in relation to digitisation and open access. Drawing on literature in actor-network theory, we understand business models as performative – as market devices that, amongst other things, translate the discourses of open access and digitisation and allow for their economic calculation. Based on our empirical research, we note three broad configurations of business models prevalent in publishing today which articulate digitisation and open access. The first is a classic model organised around the ‘work’ of scholarly authors. In this closed access model the publisher is thoroughly and personally embedded in scholarly communities, classic formats and content understood as works are produced, and open access is hardly implemented at all. A second model emerges where publishers focus on ‘content’, where this content is remixed and reused, open access is one financing option, and formats are only adapted insofar as they make economic sense. A third model is where open access publishing revolves around ‘data’, where form and content of publication is largely irrelevant but publishers control the data flows involved in the reproduction of the sciences. All of these models translate logics associated with digitisation and adapt business models associated with the digital economy. They also, in different ways, involve open access, mostly however as a financial option. We conclude the paper with a discussion of the politics of these business models as well as the inherent reduction of the politics of open access when the latter is made calculative in these business models.
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